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How many places will you visit?

Twirl into a magical new world this summer
and meet the witches of Sparkledale. 
If your dance moves are spellbinding, give
the Sparkledale Dance Academy try-outs a
go. But with only four places up for grabs,
expect tough competition!  
Autumn Moonbeam: Dance Magic will
set toes tapping for fans of magic. 6+

SPARKLED
ALE

Enjoy the sights and pastries of Paris
this summer. But keep your belongings
safe. Rumour has it there's a jewel thief
on the loose! 
Libby and the Parisian Puzzle is
perfect for budding detectives. 7+

It may be a looooong aeroplane ride
away, but travel to the Gold Coast in
Australia for sunshine, golden sand,
and more dogs than you can imagine
at the PAWS Dog Show!
PAWS is perfect for 
dog-lovers. 7+

Australia
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Hold your nose and journey through
the swamp to Madame Bogbrush's
School for Gifted Giants. Meet a
fortune teller. Put on a dance show.
Just don't forget your stilts or the
giants might stomp on you.Small! is
full of giant-sized friendship and
giggles for brave readers. 7+

LONDON
Visit a London that's wilder than you've
ever seen it before. Take in the sights
but expect some disruption on public
transport due to exceptionally large
plants on the line.
The Secret Wild is perfect for
adventurous readers. 8+

Invent  to your heart's content, on Crabby
Island. Make friends with the local otter
but watch out for the lighthouse owner ...
especially if he takes too much interest in
your inventions! Leonora Bolt: Secret
Inventor is lots of fun for adventurous
inventors. 7+
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Visit Thorn Creek with caution. 
The gardens are beautiful, and the plants
are surprisingly chatty ... but could they
be deadly too? 
The Map of Leaves is great for
inquisitive gardeners. 9+
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Watch  out for seagulls in
Pebblehampton. They might steal your
chips. But they're more likely to send
you off on a mysterious animal-saving
adventure.
The Extraordinary Adventures of
Alice Tonks is a twisty mystery for
animal lovers. 9+Pe
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LUTON
If it's sweltering sunshine you're after, there's
a heatwave in Luton! Take in an end-of-
summer dance show ... and find out a secret
nobody's been told before.
Call Me Lion is an upbeat, heartwarming
story about friendship and courage. 8+

The Island
Only a short helicopter flight from
Margate, few mainlanders are invited
to visit The Island. If chosen, you could
soon be hatching and riding your very
own unicorn. But, beware: unicorns
aren't as loveable as they seem
Skandar and the Unicorn Thief will
inspire heroic readers. 8+
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Does your hair ever seem to have a life of
its own? Could it have superpowers? If the
answer's 'yes', get ready to explore a
Nigeria you've never seen before and
take your place at The Academy of the
Sun. 
Onyeka and the Academy of the Sun is
packed with excitement for budding
superheroes.  9+

NIGERIA

With a magical bakery and the world’s
best ice-cream van, the seaside village
of Yowling sounds like the perfect
holiday destination. All is not what it
seems, however. Avoid the castle, and
if you see an owl, run for your life!
Spellstoppers is ideal for non-stop
adventurers. 9+
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Hedgely
Run away from school and visit the
enchanted village of Hedgely for a spot of
witchcraft training. Explore the vast, dark
forest of the Hedge. Just watch out for
scary faeries! 
Hedgewitch is perfect for witches-in-
training. 9+



Head to the bright lights of Blackpool
this summer. When you get there, ask
for Leo and the gang. They'll bring you
up to speed on the town's
confectionary wonders
The Asparagus Bunch is filled with
humour and heart for anyone who's
ever struggled to fit in 10+
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Pack your bucket and spade and head to
the sleepy seaside town of Edge. The
main attraction? The Museum of Emily: a
whole museum about a completely
normal girl ... but why did she disappear?  
Looking for Emily is ideal for mystery-
lovers. 9+

ED
GE

Keep your wits about you if you
visit the Fox’s Den in Dorset.
Explore the house and take in
its splendour but remember to
be careful. Everyone is about to
be fooled. 
The Great Fox Illusion is a
gripping thriller. 9+.
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Leaving a review on sites like Amazon is like writing
a postcard to the world. You can write about the
places you've seen and the things you've enjoyed
most, so other readers might want to visit your
book, too. But don't give too much away. It's always
nice to leave some surprises!

And if you're talking about the books you've
discovered on Twitter or Instagram, take a photo of
the cover, and use #ReadingAdventure to help other
adventurers find you!
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Enjoyed your adventure? Send a

postcard to the world!


